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WELCOME TO RHJ GROUP
Moving to a new country is always
a daunting prospect; whether
you’re branching out your business,
starting up or changing residency.
There is a lot to think about.
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That’s why the team at RHJ Group
have prepared this brochure;
inviting you to understand
everything you need to consider
for your business or personal
requirements, as well as
discovering some key places to
visit in the beautiful and vibrant
city of Porto.
The former capital of Portugal and where RHJ Group have their
Portugese Headquarters - there is
truly something for everyone.
Although we’re locals, there are still
so many things we discover on a
regular basis.
It is our aim to make your visit,
or move, to Portugal as enjoyable
as possible.

RHJ Group is made up of an
accountancy firm, legal consultants
and executive travel firm - whilst
also having close relationships
with marketing, real estate and
wealth management consultants
and agencies.
It can be tricky to know where to
start; which is why our brochure has
been put together by everyone we
work with - to ensure nothing
is missed.
We hope you enjoy reading this
brochure, and look forward to
speaking with you soon!
Jeremiah Jordan
Managing Director and Founder,
RHJ Group
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AN INSIGHT TO PORTO
Portugal is the perfect destination,
all year round. With beaches
surrounded by the Atlantic Ocean,
landscapes which border other
main European capitals and a mild
climate; so many people don’t just
visit for a holiday, they plan to stay.

the 4th century who appropriately
name it Portus Cale, giving way for
the name we now know as Porto.

Featuring the oldest borders
in Europe, Portugal has a deep
cultural heritage which blends in
well with the modern world.

The contemporary city lays on
the bank of the Douro River; a
main seaport. Still featuring many
landmarks and points of history,
Porto is a developing city which
now provides both residents and
non to make their mark on the city
and add to the growth, potential
and popularity of the great region
of the North.

Porto is a World Heritage City;
founded in the 12th Century, quickly
becoming the gateway point for a
journey across the region. Known
for Port wine, ancient churches
and monuments, and as the second
largest city in Portugal; the city is
the perfect place to visit by foot.
Established by the Celts, the
original capital of Portugal was
occupied by the Romans throughout

Now the city so many people flock
to, Porto has a unique atmosphere which is why we made it our HQ.

Key facts:
Size: 15.99 m²/41.42 km²
Population: 1,313,000

€

Currency: Euro
Weather: average annual of 20°C
Time zone: UTC+0
Country code: +351
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FINDING A PROPERTY
As Porto is the second-largest
city in Portugal, there are plenty
of properties to make your own
throughout the city or the wider
region. Although, finding the
perfect place for yourself, or to suit
your family, could take some time
depending on your requirements.
You should be prepared to invest
time in finding the perfect home and consulting a real estate expert.
Due to the rise in popularity of
Portugal as a tourist hotspot, prices
for apartments and homes in the
city are steadily rising; which can
make finding accommodation in a
short space of time quite difficult.
Whether you decide to rent or
buy in Porto, you will be guided
by many different factors including
your budget, the amount of
space you’re hoping for and
whether or not you’re looking for
an investment opportunity.

Purchasing or renting a property
in Portugal could open up more
residency options and offer a
number of tax benefits; depending
on the amount you’re willing to
invest. For example, buying a
property in Portugal could mean you
qualify for the Golden Visa Scheme;
but more on this later.
RHJ Group have connections with
many reputable estate agencies
throughout Portugal - covering
Porto in the north, Lisbon and down
in the Algarve. Whether you’re
looking for something long-term, or
just a short-stay while you find your
feet, they’re able to assist.
Many of our connections are also
able to assist in finding commercial
properties to rent or buy. Whatever
you need.
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GETTING YOUR RESIDENCY
GOLDEN VISA

Many people visit Portugal
and after a few weeks realise;
they don’t want to return
home. Why? They want to
make Portugal their new
home. Thankfully, the formal
procedures for gaining residency
to live and work in Portugal
are fairly simple; when you
know the right people to help
of course.

Many business owners simply wish to
apply for a Golden Visa. This enables
individuals to enter, live and work in
Portugal - as well as travel anywhere in
the EU, have access to healthcare and
only be liable for Portuguese tax on
local sources.
The option of a Golden Visa provides
no end of incentives and benefits; so
you are open to a range of investment
options, citizenship and the opportunity
to build assets and property.
Invest in a Golden Visa, which gives you
a new way to live an affluent lifestyle – in
Portugal. Save money and live cheaply
on an inexpensive but luxurious lifestyle
as a Portuguese resident.

→ Work legally in Portugal
→ Navigate Portuguese real estate laws
→ Secure residency rights; quickly

D7 Visa
The D7 Visa is another option; this
enables individuals to gain full residency
in Portugal and move officially.
Individuals have the opportunity to live
in Portugal, travel freely within the EU
and importantly, enable you to work in
Portugal and for other companies in
the EU.
It’s important to understand the D7
Visa is made up of two parts; the Visa
and the Residence Permit. A D7 Visa
(sometimes called Portugal Schengen
Residence Visa) gives a 120-day period
in which you can move to Portugal, rent
or buy a place, get settled, and apply for
the D7 residency permit. You apply for
the D7 Visa at the nearest Portuguese
consulate in the country where you are
resident rather than in Portugal.
The D7 Residence Permit allows you to
live in Portugal for a specified period
of time. Normally it is valid for 1-year
at a time, but it’s sometimes given in
2-year blocks. After 5-years of living
in Portugal, you would be eligible to
apply for permanent residency and also,
should you wish, Portuguese citizenship.

D2 Visa
The so-called ‘immigrant entrepreneur’
Visa for non-EU citizens; the D2 Visa
is a sought-after scheme. Although no
walk in the park, this visa poses less
obstacles and difficulties than many
others and will in turn allow you to get a
residence permit.
To get the D2 Visa, you will need to show
the Portuguese government that you
have intentions of hosting your business
in Portugal long term – and that the
enterprise has value, and you have the
means to carry it out.
After you get your D2 visa, you will have
four months to move to Portugal and get
your residence permit. Becoming a legal
citizen can take a while in Portugal –
sometimes more than four months.
RHJ Law - part of the RHJ Group
- assist in obtaining you residency
and working rights in Portugal. The
team of experts specialise in helping
entrepreneurs from all over the world
to set up, manage and grow their
businesses throughout Portugal and
Europe.
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TAXATION & FINANCE SERVICES
Enabling individuals, businesses and freelancers to lower their tax
burden and maximise their wealth, RHJ Accountants are an international
accountancy service. Also part of RHJ Group, RHJ Accountants aid you in
understanding your tax situation to ensure your business is in the best
shape possible - at home, or in Portugal.
More than just accountants, they help
your business and personal finances
thrive in ways you never imagined. How
can RHJ Accountants aid you?

tasks. We also counsel freelancers
and professional service providers on
business planning, cashflow projection
and budget management.

→ Tax Accountant Services
→ Trading in Portugal
→ Assurance Services
→ Opening a Portuguese Bank Account
→ UK & International
Business Consulting

When moving to Portugal, or finding
a property for a short-term lease, you
will need to have a Portuguese fiscal
number; an ID number from the local
tax office.

Financial services are about so
much more than tax returns; to
maximise on your wealth and earnings,
it takes strategic planning, accurate and
timely preparation plus compliance with
Government business regulations.
We provide peace of mind to all clients.
They know we handle one-time and
recurring regulatory compliance filings
accurately and in a timely manner, so
you can focus on your core business

Our team of accountants in Portugal are
able to legally register and setup your
business, manage your accounts and
invoicing throughout the year, submit
tax declarations and assist in financial
planning for efficient growth strategies.

More than just accountants, we
aim to help your business and
personal finances thrive in ways you
never imagined.
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ADDITIONAL SERVICES
YOU MAY NEED

MARKETING

Whether you’re starting a new business,
or branching out into Portugal - you will
most likely be in need of professional
marketing services without the
hefty fees.
Through our trusted associates, RHJ
Group are able to provide the full remit
of marketing and digital services to
amplify your brand. From branding to
photography, online ads to social media
and website development to a content
strategy, we can do it all.
When starting a new business or
branching out, there are so many things
for you to do. By entrusting us with
your marketing strategy, we can take
the stress away. Of course, you will be
involved all throughout the process, but
if there is anything we can do; it is to
deliver a seamless campaign or deliver
on a task reducing your involvement so
you can dedicate your time elsewhere.
Here are the areas we can support
you in:

→ Marketing strategy
→ Content and copy-writing
→ W
 ebsite design, development and
management

→ S
 ocial media planning and
management

→ Branding and photography
→ Printed marketing materials

BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT
Starting a business is an exciting yet
challenging experience. Business
owners can face a wide variety of
obstacles and snags along the road.
We are here to lend a hand and find
solutions to these challenges.
Through our associates, we can offer
assistance in all areas of business
management from Human Resources,
Communications, Policy and Contract
Writing. We’re also able to provide you
with a growth plan, to take your brand
one step further.
You may also require a dedicated team
to aid in your business; we can assist in
recruiting the right person or the right
team through skillful management and
human resources.
Our aim is to support businesses to
grow, develop and become efficient,
profitable enterprises. Let’s talk more
about your bespoke business
management solution.

BANKING

Why do you need to open a bank account
in Portugal? Regular income can be
received via the BACS payments, with
zero hassle to you or the payee.
Additional benefits of a bank account
include better conversion rates,
improvement of your credit score,
records of transactions and providing an
easier method of lending. It is also
a legal requirement for visa and
immigration purposes.
Why do you need to open a corporate
account, if you have a business trading
in Portugal? Using a personal bank
account for business is not advised,
the bank may threaten to close your
account if you make too many business
transactions through your personal
account. Separating personal spending
from business transactions is much
easier if you have different accounts
for each.
RHJ Group have ties to one of the
leading banks in Portugal. Offering
both business and personal banking
solutions, the bank promises to keep
the needs of their clients at the heart of
everything they do.

WEALTH
MANAGEMENT
Have you considered how you will
protect your future wealth, and that of
your families? RHJ Group are affiliated
with leading Wealth Management and
Financial Advisors across the globe;
who will ensure your future investments
are optimised.
Whether you’re coming up to retirement
and wish to make your money last
longer, or you’re wanting to move to the
beautiful country of Portugal and take
advantage of the lower cost of living; we
can help you.
With many solutions available, we’re
able to provide insight into the best
possible investment opportunities for
yourself, your business and your family.
Remember - once you leave the UK
different rules apply to your investments.

HEALTH & MEDICAL

With any visa and residency in Portugal,
you are required as an Expat to have the
correct level of health insurance and
understand what medical rights you
have within the country.
At RHJ Group, we are able to connect
you to health insurers, which will
provide the relevant cover to suit your
needs. We can also give you advice on
how to access certain health benefits
and whether or not you need to claim
them via your business.
Unlike the UK, Portugal does not have a
free health service and so you will need
to know where your local GP Surgery
and hospitals are.
Talk with our team to find out more
on what is available to you as an Expat
in Portugal.
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OUR TOP 10 THINGS TO
SEE & DO IN PORTO
Porto may not be the
capital of Portugal; but it
is the largest city in the
Northern region with a
rich cultural and artistic
offering. It has also
been a UNESCO World
Heritage Site since 1996.
Home to the Portuguese
office of RHJ Group,
we’ve put together a
list of what we think
are some of the best
activities Porto has
to offer; giving you an
insight into why so many
people - including RHJ
Group - adore the city!

1.CLIMB TORRE DOS CLÉRIGO
There are 225 steps to climb to get to
the top of this 76m high tower, but it
is well worth the effort; a 360 degree
panoramic view awaits those who make
it to the top. Since 1763, this example of
Baroque architecture has been a staple
in the Porto skyline along with the
church it is connected to. Admission to
the church is free, however to enter the
museum or climb the tower the price is
€6, a small price to pay for the breathtaking views you get of Porto from the
top.
2. SÉ CATHEDRAL
Situated on the top of a hill, this
cathedral is another great way to get
a different perspective on Porto, from
above! Although its origins are
Romanesque, it was updated in the
Baroque style in the 18th century and
it has great relevance to Portugal’s
imperial era. It is the site of the baptism
of Prince Henry the Navigator in 1394,
and the site of his father King John
I’s wedding in 1387. There is also no
admission fee to enter the church.

3. SERRALVES
A short bus ride away from the
centre of Porto is the site of this
National Monument. Made up of
the Museum of Contemporary Art,
the Caso do Cinema Manoel de
Oliveira, the avant-garde villa and
the 18-hectare park; Serralves
is an opportunity to view cuttingedge exhibitions - its permanent
collection is composed of works
from the late 60s onwards. Tickets
to one of the four elements cost
€12 access to all four is only €20
Residents of Portugal get
discounts and can enter for free
on the first Sunday of the month
by presenting an ID document/
residence card! Another reason to
apply for your residency!

4. RIBEIRA
The site of the original fishing village of
Porto, on the banks of the Douro River,
Ribeira remains a popular area of the
city, with its lively restaurants, bars and
markets helping to maintain its buzzing
atmosphere. For those interested in the
history of Porto, Ribeira is the home of
Caso do Infante, where Prince Henry
the Navigator was born and where one
of Porto’s first customs houses was
established; today it hosts exhibits
with artefacts such as some of the
building’s original Roman foundations
and mosaics.

6. PONTE DE DOM LUIS I
Designed by one of Gustave Eiffel’s
pupils and built in 1886, this bridge
connects the city of Porto with its
neighbouring Vila Nova de Gaia, as
a replacement to the old make-shift
bridge made up of port boats tied
together. From the top deck of the
bridge, there are unbeatable views
of the Douro River and the old town,
especially at sunset.
7. IGREJA DE SÃO FRANCISCO
A church of both Gothic and Baroque
style, Igreja da São Francisco has a
decadent interior with reportedly 300kg
of gold leaf and intricate woodwork that
makes it an architectural highlight of
Porto. For the €7,50 entrance fee, you
can also explore the eerie catacombs
beneath and have a look around the
museum.

5. FOZ DO DOURO
This area of Porto is accessible by
bike or the city’s famous vintage
tram and is overlooked by the fort
Castelo do Queijo - Cheese Castle
in English. Here visitors can eat at a
Michelin-starred restaurant or one
of its many beach bars if they are
looking for an authentic snapshot of
the area’s relaxed atmosphere. The
sandy beaches are also bordered
by markets such as Mercado da Foz
selling traditional Porto goods.

8. FOOD TOUR
Although there are organised food tours
to book, you can easily do one yourself just make sure to try a Francesinha (the
most decadent sandwich you will ever
eat) and some traditional Portuguese
pastries such as their Pastel de Nata.
Another great way to eat like a local is to
have a picnic with cheese and vino
verde (green wine) in the Jardin do
Morro, as it offers spectacular
views of Porto.

9. PORT TASTING
Need we explain why Porto is the best
place to try port? If this is something
you are interested in, there are many
port houses around Porto and its
neighbouring Vila Nova de Gaia, such as
Taylor’s (which has been running for
four centuries) where you can taste port
surrounded by the beauty of the Douro
River for around €15.

10. TILE ART TOUR

(AZULEJOS)

Azulejos refer to intricately-patterned
blue and white tiles that adorn walls
around the city, with some of the most
impressive being found at São Bento
train station, Rua de Santa Catarina
and Igreja do Carmo. They are also the
perfect place to take holiday pictures
that will remind you instantly of Porto!
If the artistic side of Porto is something
that you are interested in, make an
effort to go and find some of the bright
cartoon-like characters painted by Porto
street-artists that scatter the city.
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WHAT PEOPLE HAVE TO SAY
“The team at RHJ Group are an absolute
godsend. I spent weeks searching for
an accountant who properly understood
both UK & Portuguese tax systems &
was sorely disappointed by every firm I
spoke to - until I spoke with RHJ Group.
Their knowledge is exceptional and they
answer my queries quickly & clearly.
Their suggestions for how to organise
my finances have saved me thousands
of pounds. They’re the only team I trust
to advise me. Thank you RHJ Group for
your brilliant service!”

“Navigating the start of a new business
can feel like a minefield - & being
honest, you’d rather be getting on with
the work you’re actually passionte
about. This is precisely why I work
with RHJ Group - I come away feeling
confident, clear minded, at ease & like I
have been heard. With a clear direction,
I know my company can grow in safe
hands. Nothing is too much trouble for
this team - my experience has been
nothing short of 100% positive.”

“RHJ Group offer a first-class service,
with first-class staff providing a speedy
& competitively priced service. Having
used many accountants & business
advisors over previous years, RHJ
Group are a cut above the rest!! They
are on hand to deal with any financial
or business matters at any time - it has
been a pleasure working with them for
so long. I know my business & financial
matters are in safe hands.”

“I spoke with other companies and
it was all very much about financial
advice - they were not down to earth
or easy to understand; I’m a novice
at accounting, that’s why I wanted to
consult someone else. RHJ Group
made everything so easy for me. They
set me up as a Freelancer in Portugal,
got my NHR, went to the tax office and
completed the right forms - I don’t feel
like another number at a company,
I’m part of something. To be new in a
country; there are so many other things
you have to deal with and they helped
to make everything easy due to their
knowledge and personal service. I have
so much more financial awareness now;
for example filling in some documents
or inputting the NIF number online,
I know exactly what to do. Now if I
have questions, they are more specific
because I have increased knowledge
and awareness. The team have really
given me an understanding into
managing finances both personally and
professionally.”

Paul

Tamara

Richard Pryor
Lucie Pitcher
“We were so happy after our
conversation with RHJ Group - so happy
& assured, in fact, that we decided to
move to Madeira. We appointed RHJ
Group to help us with our tax essentials
before leaving the UK - & then after
landing on the Portuguese island.”
Konrad T.

“The team at RHJ Group are an absolute
godsend. I spent weeks searching for an
accountant who properly understood both
UK & Portuguese tax systems & was sorely
disappointed by every firm I spoke to - until
I spoke with RHJ Group. Their knowledge
is exceptional and they answer my queries
quickly & clearly. ”
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USEFUL INFORMATION
Emergency numbers

Transport

→ EU emergency phone number: 112

→  Bus

→  Emergency rescue: 214 401 919

→  Tram

Information services
→  P
 harmacies: Scan the QR code for a
list of pharmacies, hours of
operation and public holidays

→  Metro
→  RHJ Executive Travel

Apps
→  Which Beach
→ Bird
→  Uber
→  UberEats
→  Waze

info@rhjgroup.net | rhjgroup.net

